
If you’re looking for a portable DAC/headphone amp 
that o�ers the �nest mix of performance and features, 
the multi-award-winning xDSD is the one. A True Native 
Burr-Brown DAC chip combines with proprietary circuitry 
to handle hi-res audio data up to 32-bit/768kHz and 
DSD512, while separate pathways for PCM and DSD  
data allow the music signal to stay in its native form for  
‘bit-perfect’ �delity.

Devices may be connected via USB, SPDIF or Bluetooth, 
and the Cyberdrive microprocessor-controlled analogue 
amp stage delivers fully optimised performance with 
all headphone and earphone types. Add iFi’s unique 
analogue circuits that enable the user to tailor the sound  
to taste and the xDSD truly delivers studio-quality  
sound in your pocket.

Awards



- Ultra portable DAC/amp

- Bluetooth

- 500mW per channel to drive any portable headphone

Features



Smartly dressed in petrol blue with a touch of copper,  
the hip-dac is a portable USB DAC/headphone amp 
designed to slip discretely into a pocket. Its speci�cation 
de�es its eminently a�ordable price tag, packing in a 
Burr-Brown-based True Native DAC with custom circuitry 
for superb hi-res audio performance up to 32-bit/384kHz, 
including support for ‘bit-perfect’ DSD as well as MQA,  
the hi-res streaming codec.

The headphone amp stage features a balanced topology, 
including a Pentaconn 4.4mm output to connect 
headphones of balanced design as well as a standard 
3.5mm socket. It also sports sophisticated low-frequency 
adjustment to compensate for bass-light headphone/
earphone types, along with PowerMatch to switch the 
level of drive to match the headphone load.



- DSD256/PCM384/MQA

- Balanced 4.4mm/S-Bal 3.5mm outputs

- 400mW headphone output power

Features



Housed in the same compact aluminium enclosure as  
the ZEN Blue, the ZEN DAC replaces Bluetooth reception 
with a USB input and adds an integrated headphone amp.  
Designed for home use – on a desk, perhaps, or in the 
living room – it connects to PCs and Macs, or smart devices 
such as tablets or phones, and delivers excellent sound 
quality across all manner of digital formats including hi-res 
PCM up to 24-bit/384kHz, bit-perfect DSD and MQA. 

This eminently a�ordable USB DAC/headphone amp can 
be used as a pure DAC in a home audio system, with the 
option of �xed or variable output, while headphone users 
can make use of its excellent amp stage with PowerMatch 
drive control – this ensures superb sound with all 
headphone types, from in-ear monitors to larger  
on- and over-ear designs.

Awards



- Desktop DAC/amp

- Fully balanced

- MQA ready

Features



The ZEN Blue is a Bluetooth receiver unlike any other.  
For a start, it’s the first to support all the latest high-
definition, 24-bit Bluetooth audio formats, including 
aptX Adaptive, aptX HD, LDAC and HWA – this means 
that whichever smartphone, tablet or computer you’re 
streaming from, you can be sure you’re getting the very 
best sound quality.

The ZEN Blue incorporates Qualcomm’s latest Bluetooth 
processing chip, coupled to a high-performance ESS Sabre  
DAC chip, plus top-quality analogue circuitry including 
a balanced output stage; all wrapped up in a sturdy, 
desktop-sized aluminium enclosure. If you’re looking to add 
high-definition Bluetooth streaming to your audio system, 
nothing compares to the ZEN Blue’s amazing combination  
of features, performance and value-for-money.



- Desktop DAC

- Bluetooth - hi-res codecs including LDAC

- Digital or analogue out

Features

- Desktop DAC



Pro iDSD  Hi-res DAC, Wi-Fi streamer, preamp an headphone amp combines sophisticated digital  
and analogue circuitry to deliver exceptional sound, with a unique array of sonic tailoring facilities 
including DSD1024 upsampling and a switchable valve/solid-state output stage. 

Pro iCAN  Analogue headphone amp can be used 
on its own with an analogue source or combined 
with the Pro iDSD to upgrade the amp stage. 
Your favourite headphones have never sounded 
so good, as you drift away in your own personal 
sonic universe.

Pro iESL  Team this headphone energiser with the  
Pro iCAN and a pair of electrostatic headphones 
- such as those from Stax - for the ultimate in 
musical realism, or use it to ‘transformer-couple’ 
a pair of high-end dynamic headphones for 
enhanced performance.

Pro iRack  Designed specifically to the Pro Series,  
this compact, modular support system features 
marble pillars, stainless steel supports and a special 
resonance-dampening sandwich construction.

Play like a Pro



Pro iDSD 
- Up-sampling tp DSD1024 
- Hi-Res WiFi/network playback 
- User selectable tube/solid-state analogue stage

Pro iCAN 
- DSD256/PCM384 ‘Bit-Perfect’ 
- Analogue sound, close to ‘vinyl’ 
- Headphone/RCA outputs

Pro iESL 
- Unique pinstripe permalloy core transformer 
- Unrivalled bias voltage circuitry and settings 
- Capacitive battery power supply

Awards

Pro Stack



Acclaimed by audio critics around the world, iFi’s 
micro iSDL Black Label is an established benchmark for 
premium-quality DAC/headphone amps. It’s a desktop-
sized unit rather than a pocket-sized one, but its built-in 
rechargeable battery ensures it’s easily transportable.

The DAC stage incorporates two True Native Burr-
Brown chips, interleaved for enhanced signal-to-noise 
performance and surrounded by proprietary circuitry. 
Hi-res audio is handled up to 768kHz PCM and DSD512, 
and MQA is also supported. The amp section is unusually 
powerful for a product of its type, delivering up to 4000mW 
- sufficient to drive even the toughest headphone loads to 
perfection. Add a suite of sound-tailoring options and it’s 
easy to see - and hear - why this refined and engaging  
DAC/headphone amp is so highly rated.

micro iDSL BL

Awards



- Swiss army’ DAC/amp

- DSD512/PCM768

- Powerful 4W headphone amp

Features

micro iDSL BL



 
 

 
 

It you hear an annoying buzz or hum when listening to 
audio from your computer, it may be that you have an 
earth/ground loop problem. This device plugs into the 
USB port (type A or C) and disconnects the computer 
earth if necessary, ensuring cleaner sound.



- New gold-plated USB-C premium connectors

- 10x increases in �ltering capacitance

- 3 variations - USB A >A; USB C > A; USB C>C

Features

iDefender+



 
 

 
 

iFi’s most a�ordable USB ‘noise-buster’ delivers big 
performance bene�ts thanks to Active Noise Cancellation 
– far more e�ective than the passive circuits in competing 
products. Simply plug it into your computer’s USB port 
(type A or C) and connect an audio device for clearer, more 
dynamic sound.



- New gold-plated USB-C premium connectors

- Improved �ltering capacitance - improved dynamics & sound quality

- 3 variations - USB A >A; USB C > A; USB C>C

Features

iSilencer+



 
 

 
 

If you have an audio device that came with a standard 
switch-mode power supply, upgrade it with the iPower 
range to reduce audible distortion with iFi’s Active Noise 
Cancellation. Two product tiers – iPower and iPower X – 
deliver increasing levels of amperage and performance. 
Our latest model is iPower X

Power Supply Noise Comparison Chart



- Active Noise Cancellation2 technology

- Improved �ltering capacitance - improved dynamics & sound quality

- Solid organic capacitors - for better suppression of high-frequency noise

Features

iPower X
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